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 The Dutchess Deal 
By Tessa Dare 

RITA award-winning novelist Tessa Dare has released
the first in a new historical romance series. In The
Duchess Deal, the Duke of Ashbury must marry to
maintain his �tle, but convincing a local seamstress to
walk down the aisle with him proves to be far more
complicated than he an�cipated. Like Dare's previous
books, her latest is, "deliciously clever," and,
"addic�vely tart," especially the banter between her
rich, nuanced characters. Be sure to stock Dare's �tles
below and recommend them to fans of Julia Quinn,
Mary Balogh, and Lisa Kleypas.  

 The Duchess Deal (2017) 

 Say Yes to the Marquess (2015) 

 Romancing the Duke (2014) 

 Any Duchess Will Do (2013) 

 A Night to Surrender (2011)  

Three Nights with a Scoundrel (2010)
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"Generous, insigh�ul, and funny, Karp is an excellent
life coach for contemporary high-school students." —
Booklist, starred review  

"This book is full of juicy young person wisdom." 
—Amy Poehler  

When adults write advice for teenagers, they can
easily seem condescending or out-of-touch. Earth
Hates Me: True Confessions from a Teenage Girl
doesn't talk down to teenagers, because the author is
a teen herself.  

In Earth Hates Me, sixteen-year-old Ruby Karp
addresses issues facing high schoolers today—from
grades to peer pressure to Snapchat stories—and
unpacks their complicated effects on the teen psyche.
Ruby mines pop culture and her own embarrassing
moments for lessons about heartbreak, feminism, and
the fear of missing out. Her personal stories, and her
ability to laugh at them, make the book fun, readable,
and ul�mately empowering.  

For teens who need a role model and for adults who
want to understand them.  

Read an excerpt here→ 
 

NEWSWORTHY

  La Belle Sauvage 
By Philip Pullman

Pullman demonstrates that his talent for world
building hasn't diminished, nor has his ability to draw
young characters—here, Malcolm, who is layered
enough to carry an adventure through mul�ple
dimensions.
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  An Inconvenient
Sequel: Truth to Power
By Al Gore

Gore provides specific guidelines for produc�ve
ac�vism, from talking with climate deniers to
contac�ng poli�cians, wri�ng opinion pieces, star�ng
pe��ons, and being an effec�ve online climate-
change ac�vist.

 

SECOND LOOKS

  The Silence 
By Tim Lebbon

Told in alterna�ng points of view, switching back and
forth between Ally and her father, the story is
terrifying and almost painfully claustrophobic in
places, with compelling characters (watch out for the
reverend!), and really, really scary monsters. Genius at
work here.
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